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Abstract— Air pollution occurring by burning of coal in 

power plants and releasing of harmful CFCs in atmosphere 

contributes to major extent in polluting earth atmosphere. The 

use of renewable energy sources improves the thermal 

conditions of rooms. There is a rising interest in heating and 

cooling systems based on renewable energy sources. Air 

heating or cooling with Earth-Air Heat Exchangers (EAHE) 

is one approach for reducing ventilation heat losses and 

improving thermal comfort in buildings. This device can be 

used to maintain comfortable thermal conditions inside the 

room, hence reducing power consumption of Air 

Conditioning units. The Earth-Air Heat Exchanger (EAHE) 

device consists of a buried pipe through which external 

ambient air is passed. The flowing air exchanges heat with 

surrounding soil and leaves the device with a temperature less 

than or more than compared to its input temperature. The 

results obtained will be investigated. The earth temperature 

from a depth of 1.5-2 metres remains constant. Hence, Earth-

Air Heat Exchanger tubes will be buried at or more than this 

depth to get proper comfortable conditions for a room. Two 

pipes made of different materials will be used for comparative 

study. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of using earth as a source of energy is gaining 

interests worldwide. The reason being the increasing demand 

for energy consumption which has caused the depletion of 

fossil fuels that are non-renewable sources of energy. 

Therefore exploring alternative sources of energy like the 

renewable sources i.e solar, wind, biomass, nuclear etc are the 

need of the hour. Among the renewable sources of energy, 

earth potential to act as a source and sink of thermal energy 

due to its thermal inertia property i.e existence of a 

temperature lag between the atmosphere and the underground 

earth surface has been a topic of research interest over the 

recent years. The utilization of this earth’s energy is found 

useful mostly for air conditioning applications to meet the 

heating and cooling demands of industry and most 

importantly human comfort due to the rise in global warming. 

Earth air heat exchanger also called as earth tubes or earth air 

tunnels is a promising technique that harnesses this earth’s 

energy. The temperature of the earth in the strata of 2-3 m 

depth from the ground surface remains constant throughout 

the year and is equal to the annual average ambient 

temperature of that particular location. This constant 

temperature is referred to as earth’s undisturbed temperature. 

This heat exchanger basically consists of single or multiple 

pipes buried underground through which air which acts as 

heat exchanging fluid is passed using blowers. 

With increasing global warming the need for human 

comfort is also an issue that needs an utmost importance. In 

recent times, the use of air conditioning is widely employed 

not only for industrial productions but also for the thermal 

comfort of occupants. It can be achieved efficiently by vapor 

compression machines, but due to the depletion of the ozone 

layer and global warming by chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and 

the need to reduce high grade energy consumption; several 

alternative techniques are nowadays introduced in HVAC 

installations. For many such cases solar energy is directly or 

indirectly used to supply heat or electrical energy. Sometimes 

solar gains inside the building are avoided to reduce cooling 

needs or the size of the air-conditioning unit whereas others 

employ passive techniques in single and in combination 

mode. One such alternative technique is Earth Air tunnel 

(EAT), also called Earth-air heat exchangers (EAHX) or 

ground tube heat exchangers or earth tubes, a possible 

technique to reduce energy consumption for heating and 

cooling in buildings. Earth as a heat source and heat sink 

offers possibilities for space heating and cooling. Using the 

earth as a component of the energy system can be 

accomplished through three primary methods i.e direct, 

indirect and isolated. In direct system, the building envelope 

is in contact with the earth, and the conduction through the 

building elements (primarily walls and floor) regulates the 

interior temperature. In indirect system, the building interior 

is conditioned by air brought through the earth, such as in 

earth-to-air heat exchangers. The isolated system uses earth 

temperatures to increase the efficiency of a heat pump by 

moderating temperatures at the condensing coil. The 

geothermal heat pump is the example of an isolated system. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter gives a description of the research done on the 

concept of Earth air heat exchanger. The use of earth as a heat 

source or as a heat sink, which in combination with buried 

pipes can serve as a direct heat exchanger, is an old concept 

that has existed in literatures for centuries. The studies on this 

concept can be divided into experimental, theoretical and 

numerical studies. 

Experimental, theoretical and numerical studies on EAHE 

A. Theoretical studies 

David Banks in his book titled “An Introduction to 

Thermogeology: Ground source heating and cooling” has 

introduced the field of thermogeology which is the study of 

the ground source heat. The book points out the possibilities 

the geosphere offers for space heating and cooling and also 

of the limitations that constrain the applications of ground 

source heat. The book provides a conceptual model of how 

the ground functions as a heat reservoir and the important 

parameters that influence design of systems utilizing this 

reservoir. 

Georgios Florides and Soteris Kalogirou in their 

paper titled “Ground Heat Exchangers - A review of systems, 

models and applications” has explained various types of 

ground heat exchangers and their layouts i.e open and closed 
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systems, horizontal(series, parallel, slinky type) and 

vertical(single and double U, simple and double coaxial) tube 

heat exchangers. Also a brief review on various calculation 

models for the ground coupled heat exchangers is presented. 

Evaluation of EAHE based on its design, characteristics and 

environment coupled with HVAC systems was analysed by 

Clara Peretti, Angelo Zarrella, Michele De Carli, Roberto 

Zecchin in their paper titled “The design and environmental 

evaluation of earth-to-air heat exchangers (EAHE)-A 

literature review”. The performance of EAHE was analyzed 

with the existing heat transfer models and related algorithms 

used to evaluate heat conduction with the surrounding soil 

and the thermal behavior of the pipe. It also provides various 

simulation tools for these models, FLUENT being one of 

them. 

Trilok Singh Bisoniya, Anil Kumar, Prashant 

Baredar in their review paper “Experimental and analytical 

studies of Earth-Air Heat Exchanger systems in India: A 

Review” have instigated the experimental and analytical 

studies around the world but their main focus was the studies 

carried out in Indian universities. The studies they carried out 

is divided in 6 categories, namely, Design optimization 

studies, cooling/heating performance studies, Thermal 

performance studies of Greenhouse, Energy performance 

studies, Energy conservation potential studies and Parametric 

studies using Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

Trilok Singh Bisoniya, Anil Kumar, and Prashant 

Baredar in their paper “Study on Calculation Models of 

Earth-Air Heat Exchanger Systems” presents a detailed 

review of the calculation models for EAHE systems till date. 

The study on calculation models was categorized into one 

dimensional, two dimensional and three dimensional. The 

paper presented a comparative study on the application of 

these calculation models on EAHE systems. 

B. Numerical Studies 

The prediction of values of ground temperature at different 

depths below a building foundation was carried out by G 

Mihalakakou, M Santamouris, D.Asimakopoulos and 

A.Argiriou[12] in their paper titled “ On the ground 

temperature below buildings ”. They developed a transient 

numerical model for studying the three dimensional variation 

of the thermal heat processes. Due to the difficulties 

encountered in the three dimensional complexity of the heat 

transfer processes; outdoor temperature being variant with 

time and the number of parameters involved they used 

superposition and numerical analysis techniques. The model 

was validated with experimental values and was found to be 

in good agreement with it. 

Kwang Ho Lee, Richard K. Strand [13] in their 

paper “The cooling and heating potential of an earth tube 

system in buildings” developed a new earth tube model along 

with a detailed algorithm to calculate the soil temperature 

variation around the earth tube directly from the weather data 

files and encoded it in the existing simulation tool 

EnergyPlus. The model showed good agreement with both 

the theoretical and experimental data. They further carried out 

a parametric analysis using this new model to investigate the 

effect of pipe radius, pipe length, air flow rate and pipe depth 

on the overall performance of the earth tubes during cooling 

season. They concluded that pipe depth and pipe length 

turned out to affect the overall cooling rate while pipe radius 

and air flow rate mainly affect the earth tube inlet 

temperature. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The detailed methodology to be followed for the proposed 

system can be traced out here. The steps involved in the 

process can be numerated as follows The initial step to be 

taken is the study of existing system in trems of literature 

review which is followed by defining objective of study. This 

is followed by defining the various geometries of tubular heat 

exchanger and corresponding material for the same to study 

the heat transfer phenomenon in each of the tubular type heat 

exchanger. This process is aided by TEMA handbook and 

Design software which can render various geometries and 

define various surface areas which certainly affect the heat 

transfer rate 

The presented idea of heat exchanger would be 

rendered in terms of the results of the experimental analysis 

of the heat exchanger system which will be buried under the 

earth and air would be passed through it. 

The next step is to perform the numerical analysis 

using the FEA software in which the relevant module for 

analyzing the temperature condition for air would be 

employed to apply the numerical method for analysis which 

accomplishes the parameterization of earth air heat exchanger 

for various geometries and materials. 

This is followed by analyzing the earth air heat 

exchanger with aid of governing equations of heat transfer to 

generate the results of analytical study. This is followed by 

comparison of results for various geometries and materials of 

tubular heat exchanger to optimize for best results of heat 

transfer between earth and heat exchanger. 

 
Various Pipe Materials to be considered for heat exchanger- 

Various factors like the thermal and physical 

properties, availability, cost etc needs to be considered while 

deciding upon the material selection of the pipe for this 

system. As the pipe has to be buried underground, it is not 

easy to replace the pipe often. Hence the longevity of the pipe 

is of utmost importance while taking care of the heat transfer 

characteristics of the system. There was a wide range of 

materials available for the selection for use in our system. 

1) Copper 

2) Aluminium 

3) Concrete 

4) Poly-vinyl Chloride (PVC) 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Eart-Air Heat Exchanger can be used to get cooling and 

heating effect for different climatic conditions. It can give 

even better results if used with Air ondiitioners as a backup 

for Air Conditioners. This set up will ultimately reduce power 

consumption of such machines. Thus the pollution taking 

place because of power plants will be reduced. 
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